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Complaint in relation to logging in Compartment 2002 and areas in 

Bermagui and Murrah State Forests 
 
 
 
On 7 September 2009 Forests NSW began logging Compartment 2002 in Bermagui State 
Forest.  Under the guise of a ‘thinning’ operation and in contrast to the relevant 
regulations on 14 September 2009 Forests NSW declared Compartment 2002 a 
prohibited area because the NSW Police wanted to arrest ‘protesters’. 
 
On 18 June 2010 charges against four individuals of entering and failing to leave a 
prohibited area were dismissed in the Moruya Local Court. 
 
The timeframe between the logging and this complaint reflects bail conditions that 
prohibited access to the compartment for several months. The issues of detailed include 
non-compliance with - 
 

1. Integrated Forestry Operations Approvals, 
2. Terms of licence under the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997. 
3. Terms of licence under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. 
4. Terms of licence under Part 7A of the Fisheries Management Act 1994. 
5. Australian Forestry Standard – Chain of Custody  

 
However this complaint extends to past and proposed logging in Bermagui and Murrah 
State Forests under the Regional Forest Agreement, raising the question of whether the ‘ . 
. . Parties are committed to ensuring the Agreement is durable and that the obligations 
and commitments that it contains are delivered to ensure effective conservation, forest 
management and forest industry outcomes.’ as indicated in the Regional Forest 
Agreement for Eden, Part A. 
  
The uncertainty around the commitment of the parties extends to subclauses of Part B of 
the Eden RFA namely; 

(a) identifies areas in the region or regions that the Parties believe are required for 
the purposes of a Comprehensive, Adequate and Representative national Reserve 
System, and provides for the conservation of those areas; and  

(b) provides for the ecologically sustainable management and use of forested areas in 
the region; and  

(c) is for the purpose of providing long-term stability of forests and forest industries; 
and  

(d) has regard to studies and projects carried out in relation to all of the following 
matters that are relevant to the region:  

(i) environmental values, including Old Growth, Wilderness, endangered species, 
National Estate Values and World Heritage Values;  

(ii) Indigenous heritage values;  
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(iii) economic values of forested areas and forest industries;  
(iv) social values (including community needs); and  
(v)  principles of Ecologically Sustainable Forest Management  

 
The NSW Forestry Commission’s Environment Protection Licence (EPL) for the Eden 
region (Appendix A- Dictionary) provides the following definition for a compartment.  

 
"compartment" means an area of forest designated for forestry management 
purposes, principally for the cutting and removal of timber. A compartment is an 
area of forest identified by a compartment number and a State Forests name. 
Compartment boundaries are delineated on State Forests' Geographic 
Information System (GIS). 
 

The EPL licence requires the actioins in order to change a compartment boundary.  
 

1.3. Data Sources for Inherent Soil Erosion & Water Pollution Hazard-
Updating Data Sources 
State Forests may only make amendments, changes or additions to the data 
sources used in this assessment module, according to the following procedures: 
 
c. Where State Forests make any amendments, changes or additions to the 
compartment boundary information, then State Forests must advise the EPA of 
any such amendment or change within 21 days and provide the modified GIS 
layer to the EPA. 
 

The southern edge of Compartment 2002 and the corresponding northern edge of 
Compartment 2004 have been moved relative to the original compartment layer 
employed for the CRA/RFA process. There is no indication in the Harvesting Plans for 
either compartment whether the EPA has been advised of these changes. 
 
The IFOA states: 

 
PART 5 - On-going Forest Management Operations 

28. Thinning 

(1) Thinning may be carried out only in stands of regrowth forest and early 
mature stands of forest. In addition, thinning may be carried out in a particular 
stand only where: 
(a) most of the trees in the stand are still growing, and are approximately the same 
age;  and 
(b) no more than approximately 75% of the sum of the basal areas of trees in the 
stand immediately prior to thinning, is removed in any one operation. 
 

According to the Harvesting plan: 
 

3: DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL 

(a) Forest Stand condition/Harvesting History: 
This compartment contains an early mature even aged overstorey with an 
understorey consisting of even aged regrowth and coppice regenerated from earlier 
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operations. Spotted Gum, Stringybark, Silvertop Ash, Iron Bark, Bloodwood and 
Coastal Grey Box dominate the stand. The stand structure is a result of clearfelling in 
the 1930,s and Timber Stand Improvement (TSI) operations across the entire 
compartment in the 1950’s. A sawlog harvesting operation was conducted over the 
majority of the compartment in 1984/85. A thinning operation was conducted over the 
majority of the compartment in 1991. 
 

An ‘even aged overstorey’ with an understorey of  ‘even aged regrowth and coppice’ 
suggests a larger number of similarly aged trees form the understorey than the overstorey. 
The Harvesting plan also states:   

 
(b) Thinning Harvesting of Early Mature Regrowth Native Forest: 
Early mature stands originating from past logging activities and wildfire events will be 
manually thinned under site specific silvicultural regimes. Thinning reduces the 
number of competing stems in a stand and concentrates the growth potential onto 
the remaining crop trees. This process will maintain the uniform age structure that 
characterises regrowth forests. The primary product of the harvesting is high quality 
large and small sawlogs, veneer logs, girders, poles & piles where timber markets 
are available Parts of felled logs that do not meet high quality log specifications are 
segregated and graded into other classifications such as salvage sawlogs, pulp logs 
& miscellaneous timbers e.g. split & round posts, firewood, mining timbers & 
craftwood. The availability of miscellaneous timbers depends mainly on forest types, 
log defectiveness & market conditions at the time of harvesting. 

 

The uniform age structure that characterizes regrowth forests is a result of removing the 
larger trees. Had the aim of the operations been to thin regrowth forest those coupes 
dominated by regrowth would have been thinned. As it turned out the coupes to be 
logged were changed after the Harvesting Plan was approved apparently because Coupe 1 
is dominated by ‘even aged regrowth and coppice’ with little ‘even aged overstorey’.  

 
EPL Schedule 3 Step 4 b. The net harvestable area must be documented as part of 
the pre-operational planning and assessment in accordance with Schedule 2 of this 
licence. These areas must not be changed or recalculated once the forestry activity 
commences. 
 

Consistent with the changes to the compartment boundary, the gross area in the 
Harvesting Plan is 190.2 hectares contrasting with the Frames database that provides for a 
gross area of 184.7 hectares.  
 

The IFOA {5. Description of forestry operations to which this approval applies (11) (B)  
(b)} states that “The area logged comprises no more than 60% of the net harvestable 

area of the compartment in existence immediately prior to logging, and (c) each coupe in 

which logging is carried out adjoins at least one coupe that is not logged;” 

 
Prior to the required detailed site specific information the 92.4 hectares approved for 
logging equates to 61.2% of the net area. Schedule 1 of Forests NSW Environment 
Protection License includes some of the following planning requirements aimed at 
compiling site-specific information. 
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Part B OPERATIONAL MAP REQUIREMENTS (Condition 8) 

Information to be provided on the harvesting or roading operational map 
The following environmental and operational factors must be presented by State 
Forests on an operational map for each compartment or roading area, as 
required by conditions 8 and 9 of this licence. The harvesting or roading 
operational map must be presented at a map scale of 1:15 000 or larger. 

 
A. Operational Area 
A1. net harvest area; 

The net area of all coupes was not provided and decisions on where to log in the 
compartment were made after the plan was approved. 

 
A2. non-harvest area; 

Although indicated as being outside the harvest area Coupe 8 was also logged. 
 
A4. compartment or roading area boundaries; 

Changed compartment boundary and not all roads identified.  
 
A5. coupe boundaries (if applicable); 
 

Not all coupe boundaries are marked. 

 
B. Drainage Feature Protection 
B1. location of watercourses and drainage lines as marked on a 1:25 000 
topographic map; 

 
The boundary between coupes 2 and 6 has a stream that is not on the LIC watercourse 
layer employed for the CRA process. There is also a first order stream entering Black 
Lagoon just north of the fence-line in coupe 10 that is not on the LIC watercourse layer 
employed for the CRA process. 

 
B2. filter strip widths for all identified watercourses and drainage lines within the 
compartment or roading area; 
 

In addition to the above watercourses six others appear in Coupe 2 without explanation or 
filter strips on the Operational map. Some of these previously unmapped watercourses 
are also associated with drains and sumps under Scenic Forest Drive.  When defining the 
net area Forests NSW are required to determine stream order. The EPL for Eden 
{SCHEDULE 2 (Conditions 9; 11; Schedules 1, 3, 4 & 5), Factors to be taken into 

account when planning scheduled and non-scheduled forestry activities- Part B: 
Determination of Stream Order for Drainage Feature Protection} states: 
 

The determination of stream order must be undertaken by State Forests during 
the pre-operational planning of scheduled or non-scheduled forestry activities in 
each compartment or roading area, as required by condition 7 of Schedule 4 of 
this licence. Stream order must be determined according to the methodology 
outlined below. 
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Incorporating one of the incised watercourses as per the map above and employing the 
required rainforest layer provides for exclusion areas totaling 45.5 ha as indicated in the 
table below.  
 

Exclusion Area (hectares) 

Filter strips 35.1 

Marine Park (50m strip) 8 

Rainforest 2.4 

Total 45.5 

 
This approach doesn’t incorporate all watercourses identified on the Operational map, 
provides for a net area of 144.5ha of which 63.9% was approved for logging. Coupe 8 
has a net area of 14.2 hectares.  
 

IFOA 40. Road and fire trail management plans 
General 

(1) SFNSW must prepare a plan (“road and fire trail management plan”) (or 
             plans) that contains (or contain) the matters set out in subclauses (2) to (5) in 

relation to ancillary road construction in the Eden Region. 
(2) Each road and fire trail management plan must contain a 1:25,000 scale map 
which identifies the location of the following on the land to which the plan 
applies: 
(a) any existing roads and fire trails; 
(b) any proposed roads and fire trails; and 
(c) any drainage features (other than drainage depressions) within the meaning of 
the terms of the licence under the Protection of the Environment Operations 

Act 1997 set out in this approval. 
 

Along with the bike/car trail, the road that traverses coupe 10 also extends through and 
along the FMZ3aC: CATCHMENT (50m Exclusion Zone) as indicated on the prohibited 
area map but not the Operational map. Forests NSW vehicles were observed on this road 
within the exclusion area apparently because it provided easy access to lower areas for 
marking up.  
 

D. Drainage Feature Crossings by Roads 
D1. location of drainage line, watercourse, swamp or wetland road crossings. 
(All crossings must be labelled or coded on the operational map so that the 
descriptions are consistent with the planning documentation) 
 

 Information on the other six stream crossings in the map above from Southern Rivers 
Catchment Management Authority database and provided by Forests NSW is not to be 
found in the Harvesting plans of Cpts 2002, 2001 or 2004.  
 
The single stream crossing indicated in the Harvesting plan would appear to be above the 
filter strip on the northern side of Scenic Forest Drive. However, this watercourse 
actually begins on the southern side of the road, passing through an unmarked sump and 
pipe under the road.  
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The stream crossings associated with the bike/car track are also not identified on the 
Operational map. The construction of the bike/car track has involved placing a clay 
surface on top of the existing soil. One effect, as indicated in the image below, has been 
to increase surface water flow onto soils on the lower side of the road. The larger of the 
trees a Coastal Mahogany (E. botryoidies) exceeding 90cm DBH has many dead roots 
that would have aided in its destabilization.   
 
  
 

 
 
 
E. Log Dumps & Log Landings 
E1. location of log dumps (including the numbering of log dumps); 

 
There is no log dump indicated on the Operational map on the northern side of Scenic 
Forest Drive. The dump in the image below is on the northern side of the Scenic drive in 
coupe 8. 
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5. Description of forestry operations to which this approval applies 
(10) This approval does not apply to forestry operations on any land for the 
purposes of clearing natural forest: or 
(c) for agricultural or other non-forestry uses. 
PART 7 - Miscellaneous 

42. Compartment histories 

(1) SFNSW must keep records on a compartment by compartment basis 
(“compartment histories”) identifying the following matters: 

 (d) particulars of any grazing permit granted by SFNSW under section 31 of the 
Forestry Act 1916 applying to the compartment concerned; 
(e) particulars of any forestry lease of land for grazing granted by SFNSW under 
section 33 of the Forestry Act 1916 applying to the compartment concerned; 
 

There is no information in the harvesting plan to explain the reason or ongoing existence 
of the fence line in coupe 10. However as one of the locks on the gate is Forests NSW 
property it seems reasonable to assume that the arrangement between the adjacent 
landholder and Forests NSW to graze cattle also ensures there is no public vehicular 
access to the Marine Park at this location. Much of the 50 metre strip is cleared and the 
presence of cows would aid in suppressing tree germination. 
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The fence extends down to the low water mark in Black Lagoon, apparently through the 
only small area of High quality habitat in the compartment, providing access for the cows 
to wander and defecate in Black Lagoon, part of the Bateman Marine Park. 
     
The Threatened Species Licence for Eden (5.6. Tree Retention) requires       

a) The number of hollow-bearing trees and recruitment trees to be retained in the 
net harvest area must be determined according to the following habitat quality 
ranking. These habitat quality classes are depicted on the Geographic Information 
System digital “high habitat quality”, “modhab”, “low habitat quality” and 
EDEN APPENDIX B PAGE 17 TERMS OF LICENCE UNDER THE 
THREATENED SPECIES CONSERVATION ACT 1995 “kb 42” shape themes in 
the sub-directory “Habitat Quality Classes” on the CD ROM labelled “Eden TSL 
Data” dated 17 December 1999.            

 
Felled habitat and koala feed tree- Coupe 9, Cpt 2002 
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The following table provides one of the estimates of tree species and sawlog volumes for 
Cpt 2002 from the FRAMES database for Eden. 
 

SPECIES Total % 

BLS 189.103 7.1 

BLW 16.463 0.6 

GBX 28.316 1.1 

HWD 19.056 0.7 

IBK 225.691 8.4 

MKG 118.366 4.4 

SG 1146.238 42.8 

STA 44.784 1.7 

WBT 84.085 3.1 

WS 254.312 9.5 

YS 551.722 20.6 

Total 2678.136 100 

 
 
As indicated in the table above 54% of the total estimated volume comes from 8 tree 
species. These include those previously found to be koala feed trees namely – Blue-
leaved Stringybark (BLS), Coast Grey Box (GBX), Monkey gum (MKG), Woollybutt 
(WBT), White Stringybark (WS) and Yellow Stringybark and more recently the NSW 
Government claims that Ironbark (IBK) is a preferred koala feed species. 
 
The Eden RFA states: 

ATTACHMENT 14 (clause 44) PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGICALLY 
SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT (ESFM) Principle 5 Apply best 

available knowledge and adaptive management processes  

ESFM would utilise the concept of adaptive management and continuous 
improvement based on best science and expert advice and targeted research on 
critical gaps in knowledge, monitoring or evaluation.  

And: 

ATTACHMENT 10 (clause 98) PROPOSED EMPLOYMENT AND INDUSTRY 
DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES Resource Inventory  

6 It is a fundamental requirement that further resource inventories be undertaken to 
continually monitor the extent and growth of the regrowth timber resource in the 
Eden region. This is and will be used to support ongoing management of the 
timber production forest to include regrowth stands so that identification of their 
timing as a source of future Sawlog supplies is achieved. Indicative funding 

requirements : $1 million over 5 years Employment benefit at indicative funding 

levels: 4 new positions for five years.  
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According to the DECCW1 details on 2,670 were collected during the RGB-SAT surveys 
in Bermagui State Forest. None of this information has been used in the Harvesting plan 
were four species are specified along with ‘specials’ and ‘other’.  
 
During logging of Murrah and Mumbulla State Forests as part of the “least sensitive 
area” in the mid 1990’s, the logging crew set up a sawmill on Mill Rd at Coolagolite, 
along the Bermagui Cobargo Road. The purpose of this mill was to process red timbers, 
including Woollybutt, Coast Grey Box and Ironbark that are unsuitable for pulplogs. 
 

The Australian Forestry Standard - Chain of Custody states: 
 
4.1 The objective of the CoC scheme is to provide all suppliers in the wood or 
forest products certification chain with a credible system of tracking such 
products originating from a DFA that has been certified to AS 4707. 

 
The Harvesting plan for Cpt 2002 the indicates the timber licensees are South East Fiber 
Exporters, Blue Ridge Hardwoods, Davis and Herbert (Nowra and Narooma) and Big 
Rivers Timbers.  
 
However there are several local residents who have stated that logs from the Bermagui 
operations also supplied a sawmill at Coolagolite owned by Mr. M. Pearce. It is uncertain 
whether timber from Cpt 2002 also went to the other timber mill at Coolagolite.  
 

Managing koalas, a timber industry perspective 

 
“ . . . Given that timber harvesting for woodchips is the preferred form of whipping 
post on koala issues, these publicly funded reports would be significantly more 
informing to the public if they recognised and objectively reported that virtually all 
the trees listed in both reports are of species or species / size combinations that 
are not taken by the chipmill. These are E. Longfolia (Woollybutt), E. Boistoana 
(Grey Box), Iron Bark, Apple, large Stringybarks and Monkey Gum over 60cms 
diameter. These are all excluded and left standing. Does the public know that? “ 
Mr Vince Phillips, South East Fibre Exporters, Bega District News 19 March, 
2010. 

 
 

83. Koala Phascolarctos cinereus 

(a) Before logging and roading, searches for the Koala shall be carried out 
according to the methods described for Koalas on pages 383-384 of the Fauna 
Impact Statement. 
(b) No harvesting activities shall occur within the fauna moratorium areas 
currently identified for the protection of the Koala. 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 Allen C, Saxon M and McDougall K (2009) Koala surveys in coastal forests north east of Bega in SE 

NSW 2007-2009- An Interim report. NSW Depart of Environment, Climate Change and Water 
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Logged Ironbark- Coupe 8, Cpt 2002 
 

 
 
 
 
 
8.8.12. Koala survey 
Where a Koala has been detected within two kilometres of a compartment boundary in the period 
since 1980, or local knowledge indicates that koalas are likely to be present, the following survey 
regimes and habitat protection measures must be implemented. 
a) Consultation with the local community should be undertaken during the harvest planning stage. 
As a minimum this should include contact and exchange of information with neighbours, local 
animal welfare and conservation groups. 
b) Transect Survey with Quadrats 
i. An intensive survey within the proposed logging area will occur prior to harvesting to determine 
whether koalas use the compartment. 
ii. The survey will involve traverses in areas to be logged. Areas where logging will not take place 
(such as wildlife corridors) need not be surveyed. 
f) SFNSW must assist the NPWS in a review of Condition 8.8.12 of this licence. This review must 
commence within three months of the commencement date of which this licence forms part. 
(Note: SFNSW and the NPWS have agreed to complete the above review by 31 December 2000. 

The review will involve consultation with relevant stakeholders, including the NSW Koala 

Recovery Team.) 
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There is no information in the Harvesting plan to suggest the required transect surveys 
were undertaken. Consultation was undertaken with the Bermagui Dirt Bike group about 
the riding/driving track but not about koalas. 
 
There has been no review of licence conditions for Koalas, there is no Koala Recovery 
Team and therefore Bermagui State Forest should have remained as a Koala moratorium 
area.   
 
The Environment Protection Licence (Appendix A-Dictionary) for the Eden RFA area 
provides the following definitions: 

 

"dispersible soils" means soils which have been classified class 2, 3 or 4 as 
determined using the methodology specified in Module 3 of Schedule 3 of this 
licence; 
 
"dispersion" means the process whereby soil aggregates break down and 
separate into their constituent particles in water, due to deflocculation; 
 

The following table provides the area of soil landscapes2 in compartments assessed for 
soil dispersion since 2005 in Bermagui and Murrah State Forest. 2057 

 
 Soil Landscape (Hectares)  

COMPNO bm ck ls mu muc tj wl yp ypd Total 

2001  3.1 1.3 246.3  23.6    274.4 

2002  7.1  176.6      183.7 

2004  4.2  191.6      195.9 

2005 0.3 2.7  204.9   0.1   207.9 

2032    90.9 2.4   146.1 9.5 248.9 

2035    52.6    208.0 6.8 267.4 

2051    35.7    140.4 2.5 178.5 

2052    0    178.0 9.6 187.7 

2057    75.5    54.1  129.6 

Hectares 0.3 17.2 1.3 1074.1 2.4 23.6 0.1 726.6 28.4 1874 

 
Sodicity/dispersion- * = widespread - + = localized 

Key:  bm – Bermagui River* 
          ck – Coila Creek+ 
           ls – Long Swamp* 
          mu – Murrah* 
          muc – Murrah *- variant 
          tj – Tanja* 
           wl- Wapengo Lake* 
          yp – Yellow Pinch* 
          ypd – Yellow Pinch* - variant 

                                                 
2 Tulau, M.J. 1997, Soil Landscapes of the Bega-Goalen Point 1:100 000 Sheet Report, Department of Land and Water Conservation,     

Sydney. 

 Tulau, M.J. 2002, Soil Landscapes of the Narooma 1:100 000 Sheet, Department of Land and Water Conservation, Sydney. 
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According to Forests NSW soils in Compartments 2051 and 2052 are dispersible but soils 
in the other seven compartments are not. This outcome contrasts with the soil landscape 
mapping finding sodic and dispersible soils are wide spread in all but the Coila Creek 
landscape that has localized occurrences.  
 
If soils in Cpt 2002 had been determined to be dispersible it would have required 
consideration of Schedule 4 of the EPL.  
 

DISPERSIBLE SOILS 
69. Where snig track or extraction track crossings of drainage lines or 
watercourses are constructed, upgraded or maintained in dispersible soils, State 
Forests must achieve at least 70% groundcover on the track surface within 20 
metres either side of the crossing. This must be achieved at the completion of 
operations at each crossing. 
(For example this could be achieved by one of the following techniques, or a 
combination thereof: 
a) retain at least 70% existing ground cover using walkover techniques; 
b) retain or respread slash and logging debris over at least 70% of the snig track 
or extraction track surface within 20 metres; or 
c) providing a non-dispersive cover, over at least 70% of the snig track or 
extraction track surface within 20 metres). 
 

If Forests NSW had considered aquatic habitat under Appendix C of the Eden IFOA 
namely the “Terms of Licence under section 220ZW of the Fisheries Management Act, 
1994 to harm threatened fish species during undertaking of forestry related activities”, the 
same requirements for stream crossing would apply. 
 
 

43. SFNSW to ensure compliance by certain persons 

(1) SFNSW must expressly require as a condition of any licence, permit or other 
authority that it issues or grants under the Forestry Act 1916, authorising the 
carrying out of forestry operations, that the holder of the licence, permit or 
authority comply with the applicable terms of this approval.  
(3) SFNSW must take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure that in so far as 
they are authorised by SFNSW to carry out forestry operations, the following 
persons comply with the applicable terms of this approval: 
(a) officers, employees and other persons referred to in section 10 of the 
Forestry Act 1916; 
(b) contractors, subcontractors and agents of SFNSW; 
(c) licence holders under the Forestry Act 1916; 
(d) permit holders under the Forestry Act 1916; and 
(e) other persons authorised under the Forestry Act 1916. 

 
 
 

It is apparent that very few of Forests NSW licence conditions have been complied with 
beginning with the production of the Harvesting Plan, its approval by Forests NSW’s 
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Regional Manager Mr Ian Barnes and the implementation of the plan by Supervising 
Forestry Officer, Mr Tom Halliday. 
 
Robert Bertram 
30 July 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
Stream crossing through non-dispersible soils, Coupe 2, Cpt 2002 
 
 
 

 

 


